IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Singapore - 22 August 2016

Chan Brothers Japan Travel Centre Opening Sale

Chan Brothers Travel is pleased to announce the launch of its Japan Travel Centre, offering travellers the
convenience of a one-stop shop to check out top destinations in the land of the rising sun from Japan travel
specialists. The launch is marked by a 3-day Opening Sale from Friday to Sunday, 26 - 28 August at Chan
Brothers Travel Powerhouse, South Bridge Road, Fook Hai Building Level 1.

Japan has always been one of the top destinations for Singaporean travellers and has seen a year-on-year
growth of 20 percent increase in the first half of 2016. While Japanese Yen is gradually strengthening, it is still
relatively low as compared to its heyday. The significant drop in fuel surcharges as compared to before is also a
boon for prospective travellers.

With carefully curated programmes moulded to perfection by the tens of thousands of Singaporeans who
choose to travel with travel agency every year, Chan Brothers Travel Japan itineraries charm with the guarantee
of authenticity of meals, one-of-a-kind immersions, well-located or specialty accommodation and quality hot
spring experiences. Nothing screams personalisation more than the diverse range of programmes featuring bed
and breakfasts, home stays, city breaks, heritage voyages, hot spring retreats, rail holidays, resort getaways,
self-drive journeys, shopping sprees, ski vacations and more.
Signature and thematic Japan tours featured at Japan Travel Centre Opening Sale include:

Classic favourites
From Tokyo to Osaka to Kyoto, we will have you covered point to point in the 6 days Japan Scenic Delight
which offers visits to traditional, beautifully-preserved mountain towns such as Takayama, as well as iconic
natural and cultural sites such as Mt Fuji. Another bestseller is the 6 days Hokkaido Passion where the
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splendour of Hokkaido comes alive on the journey through traversing across the island’s sweeping, postcardready landscape. Expect to be happily satiated with Hokkaido’s famed seafood and memories to last a lifetime.

Little Tots Can Fly series
The Little Tots Can Fly series is back by popular demand and the reasons are clear with its promises of
conducive daytime flights, later morning calls, extended meal duration at child-themed restaurants, extended
sightseeing duration at each attraction, theme parks and educational playgrounds which both parents and kids
will appreciate and look forward to. The 6 days Tokyo Little Tots Can Fly includes a bonus of a 3 nights stay in
Tokyo city and a visit to CUPNOODLES MUSEUM with a DIY instant noodle session while family-favourite 7 days
Hokkaido Little Tots Can Fly offers a rejuvenating experience at 2 different famous Japanese onsen resorts –
perfect for the parents and a visit to Shikisa-no-oka Alpaca Farm with hand-feeding session – perfect for the
tots.

Insider series
Take a deeper insight into Japan with our insider series which aims to offer truly authentic experiences, indepth exploration and well-paced programmes over longer durations. On the ever popular 10/14 days Insider
Japan and Hokkaido, enjoy the breathtaking natural wonders of Mount Fuji to the gorgeous shrines and
cultural legacies of Hiroshima, Beppu and Kyoto. Get ready to embark on an insider journey of the real Japan
and experience the best that the country has to offer!

Seasonal highlights
Take the opportunity and book by October for the perfect autumn getaway. Enjoy seasonal food delicacies from
Hokkaido’s vast expanses and witness the alluring fall foliage on the 8 days Bountiful Autumn in Hokkaido
through a visit to one of Japan’s most beautiful national park and UNESCO World Heritage Site, Shiretoko
National Park. Fancy a winter experience to remember? Opt for the 8 days Central Japan Winter Wonderland,
available for departures from December 2016 to March 2017. This winter vacation is set to please as it
encompasses the charms of central Japan with its stunning natural sights and cultural legacies. Relax on a hot
spring onsen bath amidst pleasant wintry landscapes or hit up the stores to shop to your heart’s content.

Chan Brothers Japan Travel Centre Opening Sale kicks off with offers comprising 50 percent off the second
traveller, up to $1844 off per couple and free flights for children. Other bonuses with any booking include a
free goody bag worth $68 comprising Japanese Niigata rice cube air flown from Japan, lavender cosmetics and
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more, while stocks last. Those who pay with their Citibank cards get a limited edition 24” trolley luggage with
$3,800 charge. Images may be downloaded here by 29 August 2016.

Chan Brothers Japan Travel Centre Opening Sale

曾兄弟日本旅游中心开幕狂卖会

26 - 28 Aug (Fri - Sun)

8 月 26 至 28 日（星期五至日）

Chan Brothers Travel Powerhouse

曾兄弟全方位旅游总汇

South Bridge Road, Fook Hai Building Level 1

桥南路福海大厦 1 楼
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About Chan Brothers Group of companies
Chan Brothers Group maintains an uncompromising commitment to offering the highest standards of product
integrity, outstanding service, brand reliability and financial stability. Customers can buy with absolute
confidence and trust that only the highest standards will be delivered.

Chan Brothers Group of companies encompasses:
Chan Brothers Worldwide Cruise Centre, your first port of call for the voyage of your dreams;
Asia Global Vacation, specialising in affordable good value tours for your dream vacation including the
Euroworld brand, your gateway to flexible and affordable Europe travel;
Chan's World Holidays, company-owned franchise shop cum bespoke travel agency specialising in off-thebeaten-track unusual vacations and Muslim-friendly tours;
Chan Brothers Express, Club Med leading booking centre
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